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Robots are an integral part of industries involved in manufacturing and assembly 
process. Changing workpiece requires a change in the programming of robot re-
sulting downtime and loss of output in industrial scenarios. With the increase of 
population necessities and demands have also grown exponentially. Amount of 
resources available on the shop floor is always challenging due lack of capital 
investments. Changing market requirement often require new resources, tools 
and equipment to accommodate new product requirements. With growing popu-
lations and consumer demands, there is more need for manufacturing systems 
which can share resources saving setup cost and maintenance expenses. 
 
Industry 4.0 emphasis on the development of cyber-physical systems to bring 
new functionalities in existing manufacturing systems. Cloud computing is a one 
of key paradigm from cyber world to overcome the lack of resources in the 
physical world by providing additional resources that can be shared by multiple 
manufacturing systems. These resources range from simple storage to applica-
tion to application able to execute complex algorithms. 
 
This thesis implements a system which deploys cloud-based vision capability in 
existing industrial robots. The implemented system uses a knowledge base that 
contains information about the workpiece. An interactive web interface provides 
a platform to update the knowledge base with new workpiece data. The system 
utilizes workpiece specifications in the knowledge base to update robot program-
ming at runtime to achieve automatic manipulation. The designed system also 
allows different operations to be associated with the workpiece making it possible 
not only to handle different workpiece but also perform various operations. The 
thesis work provides a pathway and guidelines to develop a basic robotic flexible 
manufacturing system which can update its manipulation mechanism accordingly 
to workpiece data at runtime. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Background 
In 1913, the invention of moving assembly lines resulted in the emergence of the concept 
of mass production [1]. Mass production in industries was achieved by dedicated produc-
tion lines and equipment. In the 21st century, companies are experiencing regular, unseen 
changes in the market led by worldwide competition and changing product requirements 
[1]. Companies are developing manufacturing systems that are able to accommodate rapid 
changes in market and customer demand. 
Reconfigurable Manufacturing System (RMS) and Flexible Manufacturing Systems 
(FMSs) are the concepts that can be utilized to overcome the changing market and user 
requirements [2]. FMSs foresee these changes beforehand and incorporate flexibility in 
the system to accommodate them. Machine flexibility is one of the key components of 
FMS which allows execution of different operations without altering machine set-up [3]. 
In a RMS machine component can be included, eliminated or altered rapidly in reaction 
to changes in the workspace. RMS hardware and software can be reconfigured within 
minimum time span to adapt to new changes in a production environment. RMS and FMS 
play a vital role in reducing lead time for implanted new system and adjusting current 
systems. They also enable integration of new functionalities into the system without any 
extensive downtime. 
The concept of fourth industrial revolution also known as industry 4.0, describes key 
technologies which are driving a new generation of manufacturing systems[4]. Autono-
mous robots, cloud and Internet of things are some of these technologies playing a vital 
role in the new generation of manufacturing systems [4, 5]. Industries have been using 
robots form quite a long time to handle industrial tasks. New development has taken place 
in the field of robotics resulting robots with enhanced functionalities and improved hu-
man-robot collaboration. Data from International Robotic Federation (IRF) show that use 
of the robots is increasing every year [6]. In 2015 there was 15% increase in sales of 
robots compared to last year, the annual average growth rate of 12% between 2016 and 
2018 is observed. IRF estimates that in 2019, 2.5 million industrial robots will be working 
in industries. Above data is a clear representation of growing importance of robots in 
manufacturing systems. Industrial robots perform tasks more efficiently than humans 
with long-term consistency. Regardless of these growing numbers robots are still not 
working as RMS or FMSs which limit their true potential in the manufacturing sector. 
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Artificial intelligence and cloud computing are being more widely used in modern indus-
tries working on industry 4.0 concepts. Integrating the knowledge of environment and 
process beforehand in industrial machinery will surely increase there working ability. In 
the world of Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS), the functionalities of traditional machinery 
have been improved many folds by integrating cloud computing to provide remote com-
putational access, storage, applications. 
Recent development in technologies motivates one to pounder in developing FMSs ro-
botic systems which will be able to perform dynamically hence reducing the number of 
additional robots in our industries. 
1.2 Problem Statement 
Traditionally robots are part of Dedicated Manufacturing Systems (DMSs) responsible 
for working on a specific type of workpiece [7]. This type of arrangement is suitable for 
bulk productions and in the situations where the product is produced over a large span of 
time. Robotic DMSs are unable to change their manipulation mechanism at runtime hence 
resulting in a working environment dedicated to specific type of workpiece. 
Most of the existing industrial robots are working in DMSs due to lack of additional tools, 
available on factory shop floor which will enable a flexible working environment. Each 
robot dedicated to one process or part which result in unnecessary new purchases of ro-
bots for every process. If one robot is used to work on several workpieces, it require 
change in programming that result in increase of overheads in the process cycle. 
The growing use of robots, changing market requirements, lack of funds and lack of avail-
able resources on factory shop floor results in some of the following questions: 
• How to use cloud robotic concept for developing FMS consisting of industrial 
robots? 
• Which cloud technologies can be integrated with the robots to enhance their func-
tionalities and can be shared by other systems? 
• How the entities in cloud robotic system will interact and information will flow 
between cyber and physical worlds? 
• How to distinguish various workpiece with different structures using cloud tools? 
• How to update manipulation mechanism in robots at runtime to accommodate 
workpiece changes? 
1.3 Objective 
The goal of thesis work is to develop a cloud robotic FMSs by integrating robots with 
cloud-based tool to handle various workpiece even those that are not defined in the system 
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development stages. This system can update its manipulation mechanism and perform 
various operations as desired by the system user. 
The main objective of the thesis work is  
1. Designing of cloud robotics system for industrial robots. 
2. Deployment of embedded hardware to include cloud-based vision capability in 
robots. 
3. Development of a tool for defining the workpiece characteristics. 
4. Development of communication protocol for this cyber-physical system for the 
interaction of cloud technologies from cyber world to the physical world 
5. Developing automatic manipulation mechanism that can be updated at runtime. 
1.4 Limitations, Assumptions and Challenges 
The thesis work has following limitations:  
• The change of gripper has not been accounted in system design. 
• Although the system is designed in such a manner that it can work with most of 
the robots but testing has been done only with ABB.Minor changes will be re-
quired which include reference point adjustment, replacing robot functions with 
available in new robot controller. 
• Assembly operation often requires the use of small force to join parts which is 
often considered as a collision that results in an error in the robots. Manual ad-
justments may be required in robot parameters. 
• The system doesn’tِaccountِforِerrorsِasِresultِofِlightِvariations.ِ 
• The design system has fixed height approach for camera, large changes in work-
piece height may result in camera to go out of focus. 
Following assumptions have been made for achieving results and findings: 
• All test workpieces are placed on reference point marked on the delivery pallet. 
• Workpiece line of symmetry and gripper symmetry at reference position are 
aligned. 
• The workpiece is always in focus area of the camera. 
• The mass of workpiece is evenly distributed  
During the thesis work following challenges were encountered 
• Detecting and differentiating different workpiece was one of the key challenges 
but this was solved by using labels attached to the workpiece. These labels were 
detected by using cloud image analysis tools. 
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• Adding vision to the existing robotic hardware was another hurdle in the design 
of the system. This was overcome by developing a portable camera module that 
can be deployed on existing hardware without any alteration to the robot. 
• Transfer of workpiece specification for automatic manipulation was also chal-
lenging but this was done by developing a data packet encoded by the main con-
troller for the robot.  
• The biggest challenge was testing of the system to avoid collisions and any un-
certain motion. This was done by performing step by step execution of programs 
at slow speeds to stop the motion before any collisions. 
1.5 Thesis Outline 
The thesis has been divided into seven main chapters. The second chapter discusses the 
key concepts required to develop the understanding of thesis work. Chapter three dis-
cusses the research methodology adopted to achieve system objectives. Chapter four dis-
cusses the approach adopted and architectural overview of the system. It also discusses 
and justifies the technologies and tools selected toward achieving goals of thesis works. 
Chapter five discusses the actual implementation done to validate the results of the 
designed system. Chapter six provides the results achieved as the result of implementation 
and chapter seven concludes the thesis work. 
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2. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 
The following sections discuss key theoretical concepts which play an important role in 
the development of the flexible robotic manufacturing system capable of automatic ma-
nipulation. The first section discusses the ongoing industrial evolution toward industry 
4.0. The second section discusses multi-agent systems that provide guidelines and tools 
for the development of distributed architecture. The third and fourth section provide an 
overview of cloud computing and its integration to the robot to enhance their functional-
ities. The last section discusses knowledge representation in manufacturing systems that 
is used to overcome anticipated changes in manufacturing process. 
2.1 Industry 4.0 
Over time industries have gradually evolved to newer efficient versions. The develop-
ments over the years led changes in industries to accommodate these new technological 
developments. Until now there have been four main industrial evolutions. Figure 1 
describes these industrial revolutions and developments during those eras. The first In-
dustrial Revolution was the result of mechanization. The invention of steam engine led to 
mechanized industries. The second industrial revolution was the outcome of electricity. 
The availability of electricity gave a new shape to industries. The electricity facilitated 
mechanization, thus enabling mass production. The electromechanical systems driven by 
electricity accelerated the growth of industries and enhanced the productivity. The devel-
opment and progress of information technology initiated third industrial revolution based 
on autonomous manufacturing system. The development of information technologies en-
abled systems with onboard processing power, processing the environment variables and 
making basic decisions. 
After the three industrial revolutions, the development in industries was incremental com-
pare to breakthroughs in IT, e-commerce and mobile communications [4]. Increased pop-
ulation, changing markets and variable user demands brought serious challenges to the 
industries. The lack of resources to cope with these challenges paved a path toward an-
other industrial revolution. The next wave of advancement brought the existence of new 
digital industries named as industry 4.0. 
The concept of industry 4.0 was provided by National academy of science and engineer-
ing [8].The industry 4.0 aims to develop industries where the physical entities are coupled 
with the cyber world to develop more efficient systems to run industries. Industry 4.0 
establishes smart industries where unique cyber-physical systems are formed in which 
humans and machines interact with each other as in a social network. In the manufacturing 
domain, these   Cyber-Physical Systems consist of smart machines, warehousing systems 
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and production environment capable of sharing information, initiating actions and con-
trolling each other independently [5]. This integration will help in manufacturing, engi-
neering supply chain and overall management of industries. 
 
Figure 1.Industrial evolution and technological developments [5]. 
The transformation of traditional industries to industry 4.0 is powered by development 
and advances in nine technologies described in Figure 2. These technologies will model 
production units from isolation to integrated, automated systems with greater efficiency. 
These key developments will also transform the relationship between machine and hu-
man, supplier, producer and costumer.    
The benefits of fourth industrial revolutions are numerous and it has a positive impact not 
only productivity but also on employment opportunities, revenue growth and investments. 
In Germany Industries 4.0 has resulted in an increase in productivity of manufacturing 
sector by 90 billion to 250 billion euros [4]. 
The coming subsections discuss the key components which are playing important role in 
the growth of industry 4.0. The first subsection discusses Cyber-Physical systems provid-
ing there building blocks and architecture. The second subsection discusses Internet of 
Things and third provide an overview of Information communication technologies 
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Figure 2.Nine pillars of industrial transformation [4]. 
2.1.1 Cyber-Physical System  
Cyber-Physical system (CPS) is a fundamental part of industry 4.0. CPS are systems 
working as result of integration and collaboration of computational, communication and 
control technologies [9].Cyber-physical systems are the merger of different fields of sci-
ence to enhance the output and increase efficiency. Different researchers have viewed and 
defined cyber-physical systems in a different manner. Lee defines Cyber-physical sys-
tems as” the integration of computation with physical process [10]. Coupling the cyber 
and physical systems by a feedback loop helps to do real-time interactions to control and 
monitor systems in efficient, safe and reliable manners. 
Cyber-Physical systems are composed of several building blocks which integrate to 
develop the functional system. Figure 3 describes these building blocks. The Physical 
systems contain two main parts i.e. sensor network and actuator network. The sensor net-
work is responsible for sensing and acquiring the data from target environment. The data 
must be real-time, secure and reliable. Advance sensor networks include embedded de-
vice integrated to them for analog to digital conversion, encryption, and transmission. 
Actuator network in a CPS is responsible for the execution of control decisions to change 
the state of the target environment. Actuators must be able to translate the control com-
mands directly or indirectly through the intermediate device for accurate execution of 
commands. 
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Figure 3.General building blocks of CPS [9]. 
In CPS, communication network between physical and cyber world is critical to data flow 
and control decisions. This communication interface must be secure, reliable and support 
high data rates of communication. As Figure 3 describes Control system is an integral 
part of CPS responsible for harmonizing the system. Control system communicates with 
each node, acquire the desired information and then compute it accordingly to computa-
tion algorithms. It also generates necessary control messages for concerned nodes. Con-
trol system provides a user interface and linked to a database to acquire information for 
operations or update system outputs. 
J. Lee provided an architecture for developing and deploying cyber-physical system 
namely 5C architecture [11]. This architecture contains two main functional components, 
first state of art communication technology which ensures real-time data flow i.e. sensory 
data from physical world and control signals from the cyber world. The second compo-
nent of this architecture is a platform for data analysis, computation. Layer one described 
in Figure 4 represents sensors network responsible for data acquisition from the targeted 
environment. Layer two convert data into information using embedded devices and smart 
analysis algorithms. 
From layer three in the 5C model cyber world starts. Data acquired from layer two is 
sorted on the bases of classification parameters by data mining techniques. Twin models 
of machine and components are created at layer three which are updated every time when 
the state of the counterpart is changed in the physical world. Layer four of 5C architecture 
is responsible for providing a user interface and perform control decisions. Layer five is 
a high-end layer work performing decision, configuration and analysis to optimize the 
overall cyber-physical system. 
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Figure 4. 5C architecture of Cyber-Physical system [11]. 
2.1.2 Internet of Things 
With the growth of industry 4.0, Internet of things (IoT) has become more popular and 
extensively being used in modern industries. IoT serves as one of the key technologies 
resulted in transformation to Industry 4.0. IoT devices play important role in the 
development of CPS. 
IoT is an information network consisting of connected devices, such as sensors, actuators  
[12].The main perception behind the development of IoT was to develop a cyber web 
where different entities can interact with each other and collaborate to achieve common 
goals. The concept of IoT equips traditional devices with sensing, networking and pro-
cessing capabilities enabling them to communicate with one another and service over the 
internet to accomplish some tasks [13]. 
Internet of things paradigm enables an environment where different objects are connected 
through wired or wireless connection to interact with each other to create new applica-
tions or services [14]. 
IoT plays important roles in creating smart industries, smart cities smart homes etc. IoT 
has enabled devices to be connected anywhere, anytime using suitable network protocols. 
Development of IoT has totally changed the use of the internet. Objects make them 
known, achieve intelligence to make decisions by communicating with each other. IoT 
devices are being used to develop smart houses, autonomous cars etc. These devices can 
provide notifications, data logging, web interface and even basic control decisions. Use 
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of IoT has integrated security, automation, telecommunication, computers and entertain-
ment into a combined ecosystem with a shared interface controlled with ease and conven-
ience. 
The Typical IoT architecture can be distributed into main three components sensing, net-
work and application [15].The sensing domain plays an important role as it enables IoT 
device to sense the target environment. Sensing domain may process the information be-
fore delivering to the network part of the system. The network part of IoT is based on 
communication infrastructure such as WIFI,2G,4G, satellite, Lora WAN. The main role 
of the network part of IoT system is to transmit data to remote user e.g. operator, cloud 
or processing station. The network domain of IoT varies device to device, depending upon 
the communication hardware. The application domain described in Figure 5 is related to 
services. It provides a user or allows him to develop an application which processes and 
visualize the data received from devices 
 
Figure 5.Three domains of IoT [15]. 
2.1.3 Information Communication Technologies 
Industry 4.0 emphasis on cyber-physical systems which is not possible without the proper 
communication medium between the physical and cyber world. The choice of medium of 
communication should be done on following considerations: 
1.  Latency: Real-time communication is very critical for the working of systems 
integrated into industrials scenarios. A mode of communication with high rates of 
data transmission and minimum communications overhead is most appropriate 
developing the network layer of CPS. 
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2. Reliability: communication technology use for CPS should support data security 
and tolerance against noise. Data must be delivered in true form to get reliable 
communication between devices and prevent any hazards. 
3. Mobility: The CPS may be in the stationary or transient state, the communication 
networks must hold the stable communication between the components in either 
state. CPS are integrated into fast trains, aircrafts moving at high speed and con-
tinuously communicating with other devices. Communication network must be 
able to support the devices in the mobile state without any disruption and losses. 
4. Scalability: The communication network can be upgraded and has the ability to 
add more devices to support the growth of industries. 
As described in Figure 4 and Figure 5 network domain is an integral part of IoT and CPS. 
Traditional networks are not able to support the rapid growth of IoT devices due to chal-
lenges regarding latency, scalability. Researchers have been working on finding new 
efficient solutions which can support the growth of IoT with real-time working. 
The 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) between groups of telecommunications 
associations is working on enhancing existing LTE networks to support the increased 
traffic generated by IoT devices [16]. With the evolution of 5G networks, the IoT devices 
communication will be much faster and reliable. 5G networks will support real-time up-
dates regarding changing industrial environments. 
Below are some means of communication being used in industries for transfer of infor-
mation from factory shop floor to the cyber world: 
1. Fixed Connection Access: Traditionally the most common method being used in 
industries. The IoT devices are connected through wired connections to the con-
troller or processing device. In past, the wire was normally made of copper but 
now fiber optic cables are most commonly used for transfer of data due to high 
reliability and low latency. 
2. WIFI: Wireless devices have been used increasingly due to the evolution of em-
bedded device with built-in wireless circuitry. Wireless technology has been very 
useful for remote monitoring and control of devices but still faces some challenges 
regarding power consumption, security and coverage etc. 
3. Lora WAN: low power wide area network which reflects the new trend in com-
munications and development of IoT devices [17]. Lora WAN has lower data rates 
as compared to 4G and 5G networks but provides some additional features such 
as the low power of operation, large transmission range. Lora devices utilize un-
licensed frequency bands to communicate with the devices. 
4. 5G Networks: 5G technologies have revolutionized the growth of cyber-physical 
systems by providing high data rates for information transmission making it pos-
sible to achieve a real-time monitoring and controls. 5G has been widely used in 
autonomous vehicles, cloud robotics, healthcare and virtual reality [18]. The 
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emergence of 5G networks is a game changer and serves as the backbone for the 
Industry 4.0 enabling the integration of CPS in an industrial process. 
2.2 Multi-Agent Systems 
The complexity of the modern manufacturing system is increasing, thus resulting chal-
lenges in the development of control mechanisms. With the expansion of industries, the 
inclusion of new domains of cyber-physical systems there is a need of systems which can 
work in distributed architectures, perceive their environment and interact with each other 
to achieve common goals. These problems can be handled by using the agent-based ap-
proach to develop distributed, flexible manufacturing systems. 
Agent is an entity with defined goals and targets [19].Agent accomplishes its goals inde-
pendently but interacts with other agents in the system to achieve the targets of Multi-
agent system(MAS). Over the years many researchers have defined agents in various 
ways but the core description is same. An agent is a software that has the capability to 
integrate into a system, allowing it to exchange information. Agent is autonomous in its 
working because no other entity has control over its function and internal states but col-
laborates with other agents toward common goals [20]. 
Agent is social and reactive in its nature [21]. Social because it collaborates with humans 
or other agents to accomplish its goals. Agent is reactive because its conscious of its en-
vironment and respond to any changes emerging in a timely manner   
The following sub-sections describe some general types of agents and agent development 
methodologies. 
2.2.1 Types of Agents 
There several criteria to define agents which vary with system designer. Agent can be 
defined by its state i.e. stationary or mobile agent. Agents can be defined on several other 
parameters. N R Jennings classifies seven types of agents in his research work [22].Below 
are these classifications : 
1. Collaborative Agents: are self-governing, independent agents who interact with 
other agents to achieve a mutual goal. These agents are independent because no 
other agent can alter their internal states directly but negotiate with each other to 
coordinate their task. The main aim of developing a collaborative agent is to form 
a system in which the functionalities of the overall system are much more than 
each individual participating agent. 
2. Interface Agents: have almost same functionalities to collaborating agent except 
interface agents interact with system designer to attain new information. A user 
can provide a feedback or some task-specific instructions through an interface. 
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Interface agent enables the developer to make real-time changes in the system for 
adapting to new scenarios.  
3. Mobile Agents: are software with the ability to move through the proper network, 
performing the task in other systems and delivering information back to its host 
system. These are collaborative agents who not only can interact with the agents 
in their system but through the web, they can interact and perform their task in an 
environment of other systems. 
4. Information Agents: are responsible for organizing, collecting and processing in-
formation from various sources. In this era of world wide web, there is bulk of 
information flowing, information agent plays a pivotal role in developing a task-
relevant database.  
5. Reactive Agent: are autonomous working agents which do not contain stored in-
formation about their environment. These agents interact in a simple manner but 
new interaction may emerge because of previous interactions. Reactive agents are 
dedicated to the simple task and are quite commonly implemented in robotics. 
6. Hybrid Agents: Different type of agents have pros and cons which affect their 
usability. To achieve optimum performance researchers have introduced hybrid 
architecture with features from different agent models. Figure 6 describes the 
general architecture of hybrid agent. It contains three control layers to optimize 
the working of the agent. These layers are responsible for reacting to the environ-
ment changes and plan a new course of action for unknown scenarios. The hybrid 
agent also has knowledge base containing information about the environment, 
agents and interaction to enhance its working capabilities. 
7. Smart Agents:ِareِagentsِthatِtrulyِdoesn’tِexistِbut reflect an idea for the future 
development of new class of agents. These agents are perceived to contain artifi-
cial intelligence with abilities to optimize, self-configure and learn or time. 
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Figure 6.Hybrid agent architecture [22]. 
2.2.2 Foundation for Intelligent Physical Agents 
Foundation for Intelligent Physical Agents (FIPA) is an organization which provides a 
group of standards to develop Multi-Agent Systems(MAS) and achieve interoperability 
between these systems [23]. FIPA provides list off-specification dealing with agent ar-
chitecture development, interaction protocols, communication messages etc. to develop 
MAS with across the board homogeneity [24]. 
FIPA generated first document called FIPA97 specifications containing rules enabling 
agents to co-operate, operate and exist in a society of agents [25]. Figure 7 describes 
reference platform model provided by FIPA. In this model, three key components were 
defined. In this model, Agent Management System (AMS) is an agent dedicated for con-
trolling access to use the platform. The Agent Communication Channel (ACC) is respon-
sible for reliable communication between the platform and different type of agent pro-
moting interoperability. The third component of the platform is Directory Facilitator 
(DF), which is an agent containing yellow page functionalities to the platform. The agent 
may register itself with DF or acquire information about the other agents. 
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Figure 7.FIPA Agent platform reference model [25]. 
FIPA specification never restricts developer creativity but provide guidelines and basics 
to steer developer thoughts that can be integrated to develop a society of agents[26]. 
2.2.3 Defining a Multi-Agent Systems 
Defining agents in a multi-agent system is very important for smooth future working. 
Several methodologies have been used for designing MAS but often fail to provide de-
sired outcomes. These methodologies were driven by data flow, manufacturing controls 
or some task-specific needs. In following subsection two main methodologies have been 
discussed to develop MAS. 
2.2.3.1 Designing Agent-Based Control System Methodology 
Bussmann, Jennings, and Wooldridge provide a methodology to developِMASِnamed” 
Designing Agent-Based Control Systems" (DACS) [27].To start the designing process 
the detail comprehensive analysis of the system is required. The problem of the existing 
system and the user requirement should be carefully studied before moving on with fur-
ther design procedures. Figure 8 describes the steps and the procedures for designing 
agent-oriented manufacturing system. 
To design MAS identification of control decision is very important. Control decision can 
be identified by an understanding of following key characteristics of each control deci-
sion. 
• Cause of control decision: Any event or change in the environment that result 
control decision to become active. 
• The result of control decision: Actions or outcomes that can be seen once control 
decision is executed. 
Once the control decisions have been identified the next step is to identify co-dependent 
control decisions. In a manufacturing system, several control decisions may be involved 
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in fulfilling a single task. After analyzing the control decisions, the next step is to identify 
agents. Agents can be identified by grouping control decision on the bases of some simi-
larities. This procedure is repeated until a distinct set of agents is identified. 
As Figure 8 describes, once the agent has been defined next step is to define the 
interaction between these agents. Interaction will depend upon the system requirements. 
The agent can communicate with each other to share information and coordinate for 
achieving system goals. DACS methodology is very effective but sometime may result 
in undesired outcomes, the steps can be repeated to attain suitable well-defined MAS. 
 
Figure 8.Steps of Designing Agent-based Control System(DACS) [19]. 
2.2.3.2 The Gaia Methodology 
Gaia methodology is one of another popular design methodologies for developing a wide 
range of agent systems. Gaia methodology is very comprehensive in nature and equally 
resourceful in developing micro or macro MAS [28]. Figure 9 describes the models de-
veloped while developing agent-oriented control systems using Gaia methodology. In 
first step analysis of the system is performed to understand its requirement, goals etc. 
During the analysis, the understanding of the system is developed without any reference 
to practical details. When analysis of the system is performed two categories of models 
have generated i.e. roles and interaction models. 
Roles models indicate roles in the system needed to achieve system goals. When a new 
role is established in the system it requires identification of its functionalities, resources 
and computations needed to carry that role. Different roles in a system depend on each 
other to accomplish system goals. Interaction model consists of a set of rules for interac-
tion between different roles. 
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Once the analysis of the system is done the next step Gaia methodology defines as shown 
in Figure 9 is design phase. In the design phase, the models developed in analysis phase 
are translated into something that can be implemented. In the design phase, three models 
develop are agent model, service model and acquaintance model. Gaia agent model de-
fines the agents that will be brought into use during practical implementation of a system 
to carry out roles defined in the design phase. Service models consist of services and 
functions that are linked to each role. The third and last model of the design phase is 
acquaintance model which consist information about communication channels between 
the agents. 
 
Figure 9.GAIA methodology models [28]. 
2.3 Cloud Computing 
Cloud is one of the key driving technologies that resulted in transformation of modern 
industries. The growth of industry 4.0 and 5G communications has made cloud computing 
more frequently being used in industries. Researchers have been investing noticeable re-
sources to determine new applications of cloud computing in industrials scenarios. Figure 
10 shows relative percentage of usage of cloud in different sectors. The availability of 
internet and use of cyber-physical systems have elevated the use over the past years. 
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Figure 10. Cloud computing usage percentage in different sectors in 2009  [29]. 
The National Institute of Standard and Technology (NIST) define cloud computing as a 
paradigm that provides, easy, on request network access to a shared pool of configurable 
computing resources [30]. These resources may vary depending upon the system but gen-
erally may include e.g. storage, applications, and algorithms. These resources can be de-
ployed or used without any additional workload by the consumer.  
 NIST defines five essential characteristics for designing a cloud base system. These main 
characteristics are: 
1. Cloud should be autonomous in its function without the requirement of human 
input for servicing, e.g. it can reply to a query regarding storage status without 
any human input. 
2. Cloud services are available across the network through standard protocols for all 
the users with all devices compatible. 
3. Cloud model should be able to handle and distribute resources (physical and vir-
tual) efficiently to multiple customers. Cloud model can assign resources to one 
or group of customers and then reassign them according to their requirements 
again and again as the process continues. 
4. Cloud model can monitor the services and use it to control and optimize resources 
deployment toward the consumer.  
5. Cloud model should have elastic resources which can be provided and released in 
appropriate quantity anytime as required by the system 
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2.3.1 Cloud Service Models. 
There are three main service models provided by cloud platform [30, 31]. Figure 11 de-
scribes these three main cloud service models which are explained in coming sub-sec-
tions. 
 
Figure 11.Service platforms of cloud computing [32]. 
2.3.1.1 Software as a Service  
Software as a Service (SaaS) service model has received significant attention over the 
other service models. SaaS provides user facility to utilize various applications deployed 
by cloud designer. The applications can be accessed by the client on various devices using 
a simple web interface or a program interface. The user has limited configuration rights 
for this application. SaaS application usually run over the top of other models i.e. PaaS, 
IaaS [33]. The user cannot alter the underlying cloud infrastructure, operating systems 
without administrator rights. 
SaaS service model has been widely used to provide engineering application which can 
be integrated into industrial scenarios. These applications involve advanced tools to per-
form computation-intensive tasks e.g. image processing, voice reorganization. Google is 
one of the leading providers of cloud-based application. These software are not needed to 
be purchased by the user but their usage fee may apply depending upon the individual 
policies of the provider. 
Scalability is one of the important concern in SaaS model. An application may be used 
by several users who are providing service to more users. To provide reliable services 
through SaaS model developers have adopted two deployment techniques. Cloud devel-
opers may deploy the application on one machine with higher computation power, storage 
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etc. making the user experience more efficient. Some developers may distribute the ap-
plication on a number of computers with similar configurations to enhance user experi-
ence. 
2.3.1.2 Platform as a Service  
Platform as a Service (PaaS) model provides an environment to the user to deploy an 
application, developed or acquired from the third party on the cloud. The applications can 
be built using the tools made available by cloud provider such as libraries, services which 
comply the cloud architecture. The user can alter the application deployed but cannot 
make changes in base platform provided by the cloud service provider. PaaS not only 
provide development tool to the user but also testing, deployment and service tools for 
cloud user [31]. 
A very popular example of PaaS is Microsoft Azure. Microsoft Azure provides fast and 
efficient tools allowing the user to build and deploy applications without user worrying 
about the hardware resources[34]. Azure is versatile cloud platform supporting both 
Windows and Linux based operating systems with compatibility to all mobile devices. In 
PaaS, there are three main stakeholders which include PaaS host provider, and user [35]. 
PaaS host provides sufficient resources and backup plans for fulfilling needs of consum-
ers efficiently. PaaS provider is responsible to provide an environment to utilize these 
resources so the targeted users can build their applications. PaaS user can use a web-based 
interface for developing desired applications. The user is charged only for the usage of 
resources. 
2.3.1.3 Infrastructure as a Service  
Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) is a cloud service platform where cloud provider has 
made available its potential users the processing, storage and network resources. The us-
ers can utilize these resources for deployment of their own software or application on 
cloud. A user can install operating systems using the resources and provide services to its 
users. IaaS model is very helpful for the organization with potential expansions. Lack of 
processing resources can easily be compensated by using cloud base resources. The user 
has just to pay the resources being utilized. 
Figure 12 describes the key components of IaaS model and the security model essential 
for reliable working. The key component of IaaS model is computer hardware. Computer 
hardware includes several items such as processing power, storage, visualization, network 
resources etc. These resources are provided through a communication network with low 
latency and large coverage. These resources are not owned by the user but only charged 
for the usage. 
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Figure 12.IaaS components and security model [36]. 
2.3.2 Cloud Deployment Model 
Deployment of the cloud to right users is very critical to avoid security challenges. Modes 
of deployment define the intended users which can utilize the cloud services. There are 
four main deployment modes of cloud which are private cloud, community cloud, public 
cloud and hybrid cloud [30]. 
2.3.2.1 Private Cloud 
Private cloud is only deployed and used by the single organization. There may be multiple 
users in the organization utilizing the cloud but no external user is able to use a private 
cloud. Private cloud is managed by the organization or by the third party with mutual 
understanding. The main benefit of the private cloud is that the management is much 
easier than the other modes. Private nature, controlled number of users helps to avoid 
security threats. Private clouds are normally used by small organizations with limited 
interaction with other organizations. 
2.3.2.2 Community Cloud 
When a group of organizations or people have common interests, requirements and share 
a common cloud this type of cloud is called community cloud. Community cloud can be 
maintained by one of user company or can be outsourced. Community clouds have a 
common security policy which is approved by each member organization. Community 
clouds are formed by the integration of private clouds on the bases of common interests. 
2.3.2.3 Public Cloud 
In public cloud, the cloud resources are available for public use. Public cloud can be ac-
cessed through a simple web browser or an application making it widely accessible. The 
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user can use the cloud and pay a simple fee for the usage. Public cloud size varies de-
pending on the services and resources available. Public clouds are most vulnerable to 
security threats so service provider often takes strong security measures to provide relia-
ble secure service to the customers. 
2.3.2.4 Hybrid Cloud 
Hybrid cloud is a combination of two more cloud infrastructures. To achieve more func-
tionalities different clouds are often used in coordination with each other. In developing 
a hybrid cloud the constituent clouds remain as unique infrastructures but are integrated 
together by standard protocols that allow the flow of data enabling portability of applica-
tions. 
2.3.3 Cloud Computing Benefits 
Below are some key advantages of cloud computing: 
1. Easy Management: Cloud infrastructure provides resources which are not owned 
by users but can be utilized and readily deployed. The user is free from maintain-
ing the hardware or software resources. There is no need for local teams to main-
tain the resources [37]. 
2. Cost Reduction: Cloud computing provides infrastructure in which user can pay 
on the bases of usage. The user is not concerned to any expenses regarding pur-
chase and setup of the hardware and software resources. 
3. Scalability: Cloud computing infrastructure is readily scalable according to 
demand of individual organization. More resources can be allocated without any 
additional expense and deployment overhead.  
2.4 Cloud Robotics 
 Theِtermِ“CloudِRobotics” was coined by J.J. Kuffner in 2010 [38]. Kuffner believed 
that the robots are restricted to perform in real environments due to the limited amount of 
processing capability, storage, programming with them. He proposed a concept to utilize 
the platform of internet. By use of information communication technologies robots can 
utilize parallel processing powers and share their knowledge with a network of robots. 
These resources are not physically situated with the robot but can be called upon without 
any deployment overheads. The concept of Cloud robotics opens new domains of re-
search providing robots with state of advanced features, improved efficiency and rapid 
scalability. 
Many different concepts and paradigms play important role in the development of cloud 
robotic system. Figure 13 shows the key concepts played an important role in the devel-
opment of cloud robotic systems. Cloud computing as previously explained playing an 
integral role in providing remote resources, computational power to the robots. A cloud 
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robotic system mostly follows an agent-oriented approach where robots act as agents in-
teracting with the environment and one another to accomplish tasks. MAS provides 
guidelines to develop distributed architecture and interaction between agents i.e. robots 
and cloud. Cloud Robotic system can be developed without MAS approach but using 
MAS approach in parallel with Cloud robotic systems help to develop the system, with 
less complexity and more interoperability 
 
Figure 13.Cloud robotics and supporting concepts. 
2.4.1 Network Robots 
As mentioned in Figure 13 network robots play important role in the development of 
cloud robotic architecture.  The concept of “Network robots”ِexistedِbeforeِtheِideaِofِ
cloud robotics. Network robots concept was proposed by Japanese researchers in 
2002[39].A network robot has a capability to communicate through local area network or 
internet. To define a network robotic system there must be at least one robot which has 
autonomous hardware and software abilities. The robot, human and environment sensors 
can communicate with each other through proper network channels in a standard network 
robotic system [40]. 
Alberto Sanfeliu characterized two main types of robots that exist in network robotic sys-
tem [40]. These two robots are: 
1. Teleoperated robots: A user can send command and receive some notifications 
from robot through a proper communications network. These robots are very use-
ful for remote operations, medical procedures, and monitoring. 
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2. Autonomous Robots: can share their information and sensory data through a 
communication network. These robots can extend their information by using data 
provided by other robots hence can perceive and interact with environments they 
are not actually part of. 
Although network robotics is quite similar to cloud robotics but lacks one integral part 
i.e. cloud. In a network robotic system, robots are communicating with each other but 
they lack shared pool of resources. In cloud robotics, the cloud provides hardware and 
software resources such storage, computational power which can be used by robots re-
motely.  
2.4.2 Service Oriented Architecture 
Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) is very important in developing modern cloud-
enabled robots. The service-oriented model integrates services to process. Service can be 
described as an interface that links to a process and able to alter the state of that process 
or environment [41].Services are modular, can be discovered on the network and made 
available to be used without any additional overheads 
System complying service-oriented architecture contains three main components as de-
scribed in Figure 14.Service requestor is a user desiring to accomplish a task and make a 
request to the service broker. Service broker contains information, configurations of all 
service provider. Once it receives a request from the user it provides the information of 
relevant service provider. The user canِ invokeِ that’sِserviceِ toِaccomplishِ itsِdesiredِ
tasks 
 
Figure 14. Service-oriented architecture. 
In cloud robotic system, each robot can perform a certain task and these tasks can be 
called upon by other robots as services. A supervisory agent containing the information 
about the services of the individual robot can facilitate other robots to find the appropriate 
service provider. Using SOA in parallel with cloud robotic systems will help to develop 
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robots that are capable of utilizing each other functionalities in more efficient manner 
hence improving the efficiency of the overall system. 
2.4.3 Cloud Robotics System Architecture. 
Guoqiang Hu provides a complete system architecture of cloud robotic system in his re-
search work [42]. The cloud architecture can be divided into two main models and one 
hybrid model. Figure 15 represents an overview of the cloud architecture comprising of 
the robot to robot interaction, robot to cloud interaction and cloud resource sharing. 
The cloud architecture and resources vary from system to system depending upon require-
ments, hardware and communication interface. A typical cloud may contain storage, pro-
cessing tools, knowledge base or various application to facilitate robot carrying tasks. 
 
Figure 15.Cloud robotics general architecture: machine to machine and machine to 
cloud and resource sharing [42]. 
2.4.3.1 Machine to Machine Framework 
At machine to machine (M2M) level robots can communicate with each other forming a 
collaborative network wirelessly. The processing abilities of individual robots are shared 
to form an Ad-hoc cloud platform. 
Ad-hoc cloud utilizes capabilities and resources of participating entities making them 
available for group computational activities through proper network channel [43]. Ad-
Hocِcloudِdoesn’tِfulfill all principle of cloud computing. Ad-Hoc clouds resources are 
a volunteer so inconsistent and unreliable. A robot may become part of the ad-hoc cloud 
or leave depending upon individual task and restrictions. In Figure 15 the solid line rep-
resents a web of communications between the robots forming a temporary cloud for shar-
ing of information 
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To establish communications between the robots there are several existing technologies 
such as ZigBee, WIFI, LoraWan and other radio technologies for short or long-range 
communications. The selection of medium of communication depend upon system de-
signer and requirement of the system 
2.4.3.2 Machine to Cloud (M2C) Framework 
At Machine to Cloud (M2C) level cloud provide infrastructure for accessing mutually 
shared resources. Each robot in the system has its dedicated access to cloud resources 
which can be used in real time. As previously described in cloud computing chapter the 
cloud can provide different types of resources some of them are listed below: 
• Storage: Each robot can store its data or retrieve data of other robots, recipes, 
instructions from the cloud. 
• Computation resources: Depending upon the use case robots are often dealing 
with bulk data that require complex algorithms and computational infrastructure 
to convert raw data into some valuable information for process controls. Cloud 
computing can provide just not only hardware computational power but applica-
tions working on standard communication protocols. These applications receive 
data from robots process them return the results to the robot. 
2.4.3.3 Hybrid Cloud Robotic Architecture 
Guoqiang Hu further proposed three Hybrid working models that can exist in cloud ro-
botics system [42].These models are composed of  
1. Ad-hoc cloud infrastructure develops as the result of the M2M interaction. 
2. Cloud computing result of M2C interactions. 
These three models are: 
1. Peer-Based Model: In this model robots and virtual machines (VM) existing in 
the cloud all are fully capable of performing computational tasks. A task can be 
distributed into subtasks performed by a group of robots or virtual machines. 
2. Proxy-Based Model: In this model one of robot act as, the supervisory agent re-
sponsible for communication with the cloud resources. This leading robot is re-
sponsible handling all the data flow from the cloud and to the cloud. 
3. Clone-Based Model: In this model, every robot has its virtual image in the cloud 
in terms of computational resources. Any task can be processed either in robot or 
in its image in the cloud. 
2.4.4 Related Works 
The benefits cloud robotics has attracted more research focus in the field over the years. 
Researchers are using cloud robotics platforms to integrate new functionalities to robots 
to improve their working. This section discusses some research work conducted by the 
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different researchers. Four examples have been chosen to represent the implementation 
of the concept in various domains. 
2.4.4.1 Robot Navigations 
Raffaele Limosani team developed a cloud-based navigation system for robot movement 
in the indoor environment [44]. Robotsِcan’tِholdِeveryِinformationِaboutِtheِmapِandِ
topology of environment due to limited storage. The information of maps is stored in the 
cloud which can be accessed by Quick Response Code (QR) codes placed in the indoor 
environment. Figure 16 describes the working of the system. Whenever robot moves to a 
new area it can use QR codes to access information from cloud i.e. map, parameters se-
quence of motions from one point to another etc. This use case is clear reflection how 
cloud robotics has overcome the limitations of onboard storage problems in robots. 
 
Figure 16.Navigation of robots using QR codes [44]. 
2.4.4.2 Robot Grasping 
Object recognition is considered important for robots to perform tasks in an autonomous 
manner. Robots working in industrial scenarios often need to know the context of the 
object to perform certain operations. Due availability of cloud image processing tech-
niques context awareness complexity has decreased manifolds. Researchers from the 
University of California has integrated Google Cloud Vision to robots for grasping a spe-
cific object from the group [45]. 
Robot use camera to attain picture of items in its environment and send to Google Cloud 
Vision for processing. The result is used by the robot to grab a specific object. This type 
of systems can be very useful while performing assembly, item-specific tasks. 
2.4.4.3 Material Handling 
Jiafu Wan and his team developed a context-aware cloud-enabled material handling sys-
tem [46]. The information of equipment, environment, and orders are extracted from the 
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factory shop floor and stored in the cloud. The main computational intensive tasks are 
performed on cloud i.e. analyzing data related to material, equipment, orders etc. through 
process specific algorithms. The information relevant to cloud-enabled robots is shared 
with them for updating their knowledge about the environment. The cloud platform also 
contains algorithms such as Simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) responsible 
for the navigation of robots to the targeted device. SLAM is highly computational inten-
sive algorithms requiring mathematical computations [47]. The cloud also contains grasp-
ing algorithms for robots for material handling. 
Figure 17 shows the working layout of the material handling system. The information of 
material is continuously updated in the cloud through RFID tracking devices. Whenever 
any material is required the robots are connected to cloud through M2C interactions from 
where they receive navigation information by SLAM and material grasping instructions 
Each robot on the floor is also connected through M2M interaction for sharing infor-
mation of the context of material with neighboring robot for resource optimizations 
This system utilizes various platforms of the cloud to offload computational intensive 
task, sharing of data in order to reduce the cost, improve the efficiency of the overall 
system. By achieving resource optimization, the energy losses were also reduced 
 
Figure 17.Physical layout and interactions of cloud-enabled material handling sys-
tem[46]. 
2.4.4.4 RoboEarth 
RoboEarth is a freely available cloud platform, facilitates sharing and reuse of data within 
robots through proper network standards [48]. RoboEarth increase working efficiency of 
the robot by enhancing robot ability to acquire new knowledge and familiarize itself with 
complex tasks. RoboEarth enables robots to perform a task which was not incorporated 
in a robot during development stages. 
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Figure 18 represents the general three-layered architecture of RoboEarth systems. Server 
layer is responsible for storing data sets. RoboEarth database may contain information 
about the environment, objects, images. It also contains set of tasks that can be performed, 
capabilities etc. Server layer also provides knowledge about the service Uniform Re-
source Locator (URL)s. Generic component layer in the architecture contains support 
functions which enable the flow of information between robot specific layer and server 
layer. The generic component layer contains tools which allow the robot to translate the 
information, recipes contained by server layer for robot use. Robot specific layer is re-
sponsible for the execution of recipes and establishing an interface for hardware relevant 
tasks. 
 
Figure 18.RoboEarth three-layered architecture [48]. 
RoboEarth platform has several components which can also be utilized individually to 
enhance functionalities of the robot. 
Rapyuta is PaaS infrastructure developed to provide a computational platform for robots 
which can be configured according to the individual need of robots [48, 49]. 
RoboEarth provides a cloud-supported knowledgebase supported by web services. This 
knowledge base contains data represented in form of ontologies to describe the maps and 
objects in an environment [50]. It also contains SLAM map to describe environment pa-
rameter in relation to robot location. 
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RoboEarth platform also contains a newly developed language to facilitate sharing of 
knowledge among robots [51]. This language not only enabled sharing of information but 
contained features which help robots to discover information and analyze its usage or 
importance to the robot. 
2.4.5 Challenges  
This section discusses some problems and challenges faced in cloud robotics. Most of 
these challenges affect the overall efficiency of the system. JIAFU WAN conducted a 
vast research on cloud robotics and shared some challenges in his work [52]. 
2.4.5.1 Resource Distribution and Organization  
As discussed in previous sections, the cloud provides access to resources to offload com-
putationally intensive task. Offloading a certain task to cloud sometimes become complex 
due to a different type of network interface and tasks. Additional algorithms are required 
to accommodate multiple robot’s interaction to the cloud. Resource distribution often 
results in additional overheads in the interaction between the robots and cloud. Robotic 
systems are getting complex with the development of new technologies. The offloading 
computational intensive task may result in a trade-off with communication latency. The 
real-time requirement must be kept in consideration while deploying a cloud robotic sys-
tem to avoid problems. Transferring large amount of data for processing require commu-
nication resources with low latency that is still a challenge which cloud robotics systems 
are facing. 
2.4.5.2 Information flow between robots and clouds 
Robots are being manufactured following a variety of design protocols. These robots are 
equipped with hardware and sensors generating data in different formats. Compatibility 
issues often emerge during M2M and M2C interactions in a cloud robotic system. In re-
cent developments, some of the cloud platforms are providing an interface to a different 
form of data structures. The available support for different data formats is still limited so 
often the robots are integrated with some of the converters to process data for the cloud. 
In real time scenarios processing data for transfer to the cloud often become challenging 
due to limited onboard processing power and communication infrastructure. The problem 
of interface compatibility is being faced not only while sending data for processing but 
also while receiving processed data from the cloud. 
2.4.5.3 Security 
Integration of cloud and web technologies where eased operations of robots but also made 
these systems vulnerable to external threats. Data privacy in cloud robotic systems is often 
challenging, loss of data to unauthorized users may result in serious problems. The stakes 
become high when these robots are being used in critical research organization such mil-
itary units. Photos, audio, video files are often extracted by robots and forwarded to the 
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cloud which can be leaked resulting catastrophic effect. To handle these challenges re-
searchers are working on integrating different encryption and identity management soft-
ware to achieve more reliable secure communications. 
2.5 Knowledge Representation in Manufacturing Systems 
Over the years the complexity of manufacturing system has increased, attracting research 
toward developing systems capable of rapid configurability and responsive to changing 
environment dynamics [53]. These new systems are able to adjust to changes in a timely 
manner improving process efficiency. 
To achieve a system which can adapt to the environmental changes researchers have in-
troduced Artificial Intelligence in manufacturing systems. These intelligent machines 
have knowledge of their surrounding needed for efficient working [54]. Knowledge can 
be represented in numerous ways; each method has its own pros and cons. New 
knowledge representation techniques are not only interpreted by machine but are also 
quite similar to human natural language. 
AI researchers use different types of ways to conceptualize the environment in terms of 
objects, functions and their links with each other [54]. System designer develops 
knowledgebase on his view of the system and its environment. Conceptualization is ab-
stract, simplified picture of the environment that one wants to represent in some sort of 
knowledge.  Every knowledge-oriented system or agent is dedicated to some sort of con 
conceptualization directly or indirectly [55]. 
2.5.1 Ontologies 
Ontologies are one of the most significant methods of representing and sharing 
knowledge. The use of ontologies for knowledge representation in different fields has 
proven very effective by reducing ambiguity and enabling sharing of knowledge [56]. 
Ontology is “anِexplicit specificationِofِaِconceptualization” [55]. The termِ“ontology”ِ
hails from the domain of philosophy which focuses on the study of being or existence. In 
computer sciences, ontology is a technical term representing an item developed for a spe-
cific purpose which allows shaping of knowledge about some domain [57]. 
Over the years several researchers in the field of AI defined ontologies in various ways. 
In general, ontology is clear detail description of “concepts in a domain of discourse” 
[58]. Ontology ofِ aِ systemِ canِ beِ representedِ byِ definingِ “aِ setِ ofِ representationalِ
terms” [55]. Concepts are represented by classes in an ontology model. Each class has 
some properties which describe the characteristics and traits of the concepts. An ontology 
together with an individual instance in a class form a knowledge base. In developing, 
ontologies classes are the prime focus. To explain this concept of ontologies further, a 
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class of dogs represents all dogs and specific dogs are the instances of this class. Each 
class can also have subclass in the above example the class of dog can contain a subclass 
of hunting dogs, pet dogs, guard dogs etc. 
Ontologies are part of World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) standard for the semantic 
web, in which they are used to represent conceptual dictionary [57]. Ontologies help in 
data flow among the systems, provide services to respond queries, publish knowledge 
base, enable integration of systems and databases. 
Using ontologies for modeling knowledge has become quite popular due to various ben-
efits and features accompanying them. Ontologies develop a bridge for sharing infor-
mation between human and software agents. This help to update new information form 
human directly without underlying conversion and similar manner a person can compre-
hend the data from the machine. Ontologies facilitate reuse of domain information mak-
ing it effective in environments with collaborative working. Use of ontologies enables 
dynamic configuration in manufacturing systems. In previous systems, the conditions, the 
restriction was hardcoded in software programming. To understand and alter these sys-
tems require special expertise. Ontologies enable representation of these conditions and 
restriction in more formals simpler ways, making understanding and reconfiguration 
much easier. It’sِmuchِeasyِtoِanalyzeِdataِrepresentedِinِontologiesِdueِtoِmoreِsimi-
larities to human-readable natural language. 
2.5.2 Querying Ontologies 
SPARQL is W3C recommended query language for Resource Description Framework 
(RDF). It a graph matching query language [59]. SPARQL helps to clarify cases where 
current semantics fail to provide information and interpretability. SPARQL enables value 
testing and outlining queries by RDF graphs [60]. Figure 19 shows general SPARQL 
query. A general SPARQL query contains three mainِcomponentsِ ‘subject’,ِpredicateِ
andِ‘object’. 
SPARQL queries enable accumulation, negations and generating values by expres-
sions[61]. SPARQL not only allow the user to access knowledgebase through queries but 
also make changes in the existing knowledge through SPARQL update [62]. 
 
Figure 19.Generic SPARQL query [62].  
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2.5.3 Ontology Editor 
Protégé is an ontology editor which is freely available and opensource. Protégé provides 
user advance tools with ease of working for knowledge management. Protégé provides a 
user-friendly interface which can be adjusted according to user requirements. 
Protégé is being used by users from a wide range of fields such biomedicine, manufac-
turing sector. It provides a strong user support in the form of tutorials, comprehensive 
documentation enabling efficient use of the software. Protégé also provides a web-based 
application enabling users to develop, modify and share models for collaborative working 
[63]. 
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3. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
The thesis aimed to develop a Cyber-Physical system which can be implemented in ex-
isting robots by employing cloud technologies to achieve automatic manipulation. The 
thesis involves set of steps which were adopted to achieve the desired targets of the thesis. 
Flowchart 1 represents steps which were adopted during the thesis work. 
 
Flowchart 1.Research methodology. 
Defining goals and requirements: The analysis of the problem and understanding the root 
cause is an integral part of this step. Existing systems were studied to understand their 
working environments and limitations. Detail problem statement and objectives were de-
fined which can be found in the introduction section of the thesis. The goals and require-
ments defined in this step were the first preliminary direction towards the next phases of 
research and implementation of thesis work. 
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Literature Review: The goals and requirement defined in previous steps provide the base 
and direction for the literature review. The literature review includes journal articles, con-
ference proceedings, books and other authentic resources available. The literature review 
helped in understanding relevant work done by other researchers, key technologies they 
used and the results they achieved. A literature review is a fundamental step of method-
ology in refining and converging objectives to more specific targets. The initial literature 
review provided the foundation for the development of thesis work. 
Identifying key technologies: Literature review done in the previous step provided the 
bigger picture of the overall working of systems and group of technologies which can be 
utilized to accomplish thesis work goals. The key technologies were selected at this stage 
played an important role in the development of the system. These technologies were se-
lected on the bases of the literature review keeping in consideration objectives and prob-
lem statement. During the selection of technologies, it was kept in consideration that they 
can be deployed on existing systems without any significant alterations. 
Design: Once the key technologies were identified, the next important steps is the design-
ing of the system. In designing phase there are two main components that needed to be 
addressed i.e. hardware and software. The interaction protocol between the technologies 
is the focus of design procedure. The operational principle of different technologies is 
usually different that require an intermediate interfacing protocol and hardware. Commu-
nication protocols developed will be used later to integrate different modules and tech-
nologies for working of the overall system. 
Implementation (Proof of Concept): In the design phase, the preliminary communication 
protocols and software modules were developed but they require several practical itera-
tions to become in more refined form for final implementation. Before going toward final 
implementation, a prototype is needed to be developed which will act as proof of concept. 
This proof of concept is small scale but utilize most of the key technologies. Proof of 
concept is very important in refining and eliminating preliminary errors in modules. 
Implementation (use case): Once the preliminary protocols and technologies are tested 
the actual implementation proceeds. The actual implementation is the continuation of the 
proof of concept but at much wider scale. The final implementation is done by updating 
or changing existing protocols developed in proof of concept. Some new technologies 
were also introduced during final implementation, their interaction protocols are devel-
oped and integrated into final system. 
Verify: After the final implementation is completed the verification of the system is next 
phase. Several test scenarios were created to analyze system performance and capabili-
ties. The outcome of the system is analyzed in context to the objectives defined in the 
initial stage. If there are gaps in the expected performance, redesigning of the system is 
done to achieve the optimum results. 
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Documentation: When a working system is attained that can solve the problem defined 
initially, the next important step is to document the research and findings of thesis work 
for future reference. The documentation includes development stages, interaction proto-
cols, integration of technologies and other essential information that would be helpful for 
the future readers. It also contains theoretical background that is essential for the reader 
to comprehend different modules of research work 
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4. APPROACH 
This section describes the approach adopted for the implementation of the system. The 
section also provides architectural view and justification of technologies used to develop 
the system components to attain thesis goals of automatic manipulation. 
4.1 System architectural view 
This section discusses the architectural view and general functionality of the designed 
system. The system is designed in such a manner that it is able to achieve its objectives 
of automatic manipulation to accommodate changing workpiece without any manual al-
teration in the programming of the system. Figure 20 shows the building blocks of this 
designed system. 
 
Figure 20. Architectural view of the overall system. 
The above overall architecture of system works as described in the Flowchart 2. The sys-
tem uses a vision hardware to acquire a picture of the workpiece. This picture is sent to 
cloud image analysis tools for detection of the label. Once the label is detected, specifi-
cations corresponding to the label are fetched from the knowledgebase and used to update 
programming to achieve updated manipulation mechanism. The robot performs the 
update in its manipulation mechanism and performs the operation associated with the 
workpiece in the knowledgebase. An interface accompanies the system to add new work 
piece specification into the knowledgebase. 
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Flowchart 2.Overall working of the system. 
4.2 Key Technologies and Tools 
The following sub-sections describe the key tools and technologies used to design the 
system. It also provides an overview and justification behind the choice of these specific 
tools for the implemented system. 
4.2.1 ABB IRB140 Robotic Cell 
The main aim of the thesis is to attain automatic manipulation in industrial robots for 
which a test environment was required to deploy the developed system and study the 
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results. The final deployment was done on the robotic cell containing ABB IRB 140 ro-
bots. The cell contains a set of conveyors for delivery of workpiece. Figure 21 shows 
ABB robots used for the final implementation. 
 
Figure 21.ABB IRB 140 robots. 
ABB IRB 140 is powerful six axes robot. These robots are inverted and can handle 6 kg 
of payload [64]. IRB 140 robots support a vast range of communication platforms and 
programming environment. These robots can be programmed through FLEX pendent that 
comes with robot or with ABB Robot Studio software. IRB 140 robots are integrated with 
advanced safety features such as collision detection. The robots are operated by electrical 
power and the grippers are operated through the pneumatic mechanism. 
The robots have a service port which is used for communication with the external envi-
ronment through TCP/IP protocol and LAN port for interfacing with an external device 
for programming and monitoring. 
The robotic cell contains ABB IRC5 controller that is responsible for all computations 
and communications. The controller contains digital input and outputs for developing 
control mechanisms for conveyors, actuators and other devices attached to the robotic 
cell. 
ABB 140 robots are used as a test case, for development of system no specific feature 
found in ABB robots have been used. The module can easily be deployed on other robots 
by changing the syntax of programming. ABB 140 robots provide a test environment with 
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socket communication, motion sequence and basic programming tools that are available 
in other industrial robots. 
4.2.2 Main Controller 
For the final implementation of the system, a processing hardware is used for hosting web 
interface and Fuseki server. This module is also responsible for communication with cam-
era module and robot. For this purpose, two hardware were used in parallel one was em-
bedded device Raspberry Pi 3 as shown in Figure 22 and other was a Laptop. 
The developed system work in both environment. Intermediary devices like Raspberry Pi 
and laptop has been used to provide communication interface, support for wireless com-
munication and processing of data between system modules which the current robot con-
troller is unable to provide. 
4.2.3 Raspberry Pi Camera Module 
To detect different workpiece introduced into the system a camera module is required for 
taking the pictures of the label on the workpiece. For this purpose, Raspberry Pi 3 B+ 
module and Raspberry Pi Camera Module v2 were used. Figure 22 shows the camera 
module used for image acquisition. 
Raspberry Pi 3 is 1.4GHz 64-bit quad-core processor, with wireless LAN, Ethernet and 
support for various programming platform [65]. Raspberry Pi 3 is Linux based architec-
ture with a wide range of support for various computational algorithms. Raspberry Pi 
Camera Module v2 contains an 8-megapixel sensor capable of still photography and video 
recording [66]. The camera modules can be connected through a ribbon cable to the CSI 
port on the Raspberry Pi. These cables come in various length for this module 1-meter 
length of cable was used. 
This module has been used in the system as it is potable, cheap and easily available. 
Raspberry Pi provides reasonable infrastructure for processing and transmission of data 
through suitable wired and wireless mediums. The module is low powered and miniature 
in size which makes its deployment to an existing system without any major alterations. 
There is significant open-source support available for integration and development of 
software infrastructure of the camera with Raspberry Pi. 
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Figure 22.Raspberry Pi camera module. 
4.2.4 Knowledgebase  
The knowledgebase is the key component that contains the specifications and other rele-
vant information regarding workpiece. There are two main components of the knowledge 
base, the first tool to develop ontology model and second, a platform for deployment of 
the ontology model. For developing, knowledgebase ontologies were used and the model 
was developed in Protégé. The detail of protégé has been already discussed in the 
theoretical background section. 
For deployment of ontology model Apache Jena Fuseki server1 was selected. Fuseki is a 
SPARQL server which can operate on both window and Linux based operating systems. 
It provides REST-style SPARQL HTTP Update and SPARQL Query features [67]. 
Fuseki also provides a user interface for monitoring and performing basic tasks. Both 
development and deployment tools are opensource with supporting documentation. 
Traditionally, there are two main platforms being used for data handling i.e 
knowledgebase and database. Michal Sir and his team have discussed both in detail two 
provide an understanding of both [68]. Databases like MySQL store information in form 
of tables but don't provide details what concept means and how they relate to each 
other.Ontologies provide a richer way of storing information that can be readily 
interpreted by humans and machine.SPARQL query language for ontologies enables 
advance and intelligent queries as compare to it counterparts. Ontology eases the handling 
and building of complex and large schema. It also allows the schema to be used in query 
time where its counterpart may result in complexity. 
                                                 
1 https://jena.apache.org/ 
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4.2.5 Google Cloud Vision API 
Most of the existing old robot controller are not suitable for performing image analysis. 
To detect the label from the picture acquired Google cloud vision API has been selected 
to perform text recognition of the label attached to the workpiece. 
Google Cloud Vision API uses complex machine learning algorithms to perform analysis 
of the image. It can detect various features in the picture such as text, face, landmark etc. 
[69].Cloud Vision API utilizes optical character recognition (OCR) to detect text in the 
images. The application works on REpresentational State Transfer (REST) which makes 
use of application much easier using standard computational resources and communica-
tion infrastructure. 
Google Cloud Vision API has been used for the image analysis as it has vast support for 
integration to various programming infrastructures and hardware. The API can be used 
free for one year and nominal price after that. The processing speed of the API is signifi-
cant and can handle multiple analysis queries. Each user has its dedicated credentials 
which help to maintain secure communication without loss of image to the unwanted user.  
4.2.6 User Interface 
User Interface provides all required infrastructure for the user to enter new data regarding 
workpiece. The user interface contains a user-friendly webpage where the user can select 
and enter different specification for the new workpiece. The user interface is integrated 
into the knowledge base, every time user enters a new entry in the interface it is automat-
ically updated into the knowledgebase. 
For developing user interface Hypertext Markup Language (HTML) is used which sup-
port various form features such as radio button, text field. The data entered by the user 
will be delivered to an application responsible for processing and updating knowledge 
base. HTML form is used to acquire the data from a web page and deliver to the pro-
cessing application. Web page developed using HTML is simple, light in execution but 
provide sufficient features to be deployed for remote operations. 
4.2.7 Programming Languages 
Three main programming languages were used in the development of complete system 
i.e. Python, Node.js and RAPID. 
Python2 language has been used to develop the infrastructure of camera module i.e. com-
munication to google cloud vision and to the main controller of the system. Python has 
                                                 
2 https://www.python.org/ 
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one if the largest support for embedded device with opensource libraries that ease the 
process of integration of various platform to devices. 
All the computation and communication infrastructure is developed in Node.js3 that in-
cludes knowledgebase update, acquisition of data from the knowledge base, processing 
of data and TCP/IP communication with robot.Node.js is used because of its support for 
developing systems working on web services and communication protocols. The express 
framework4 is used to develop applications for communications between the desired mod-
ules. Node.js has opensource modules for various communication protocols which make 
the development of system much easier. This framework allows parallel processing of 
various web requests which make multiple communication possible without any addi-
tional effort. 
Programming of ABB robots has been done in RAPID programming, dedicated language 
for ABB robots. The syntax is quite like structured text with abundant support provided 
by ABB. ABB Robot studio has been used to develop robot codes. 
                                                 
3 https://nodejs.org/en/ 
4 https://expressjs.com/ 
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5. SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION 
This section discusses the actual implementation of the system. It discusses how the key 
technologies which were discussed in the approach used to develop a flexible manufac-
turing system that is capable of rapidly configuring itself whenever a new workpiece is 
introduced into the system by updating its manipulation mechanism. The section provides 
a detailed description of different system modules their software and hardware operations. 
5.1 Proof of Concept 
Before proceeding with implementation of the actual system, the small-scale prototype 
was developed to test following  
1. Vision module hardware 
2. Interaction of Google cloud Vision API with vision module 
3. Preliminary communication protocols and data handling for cloud robotic system 
The implemented system was documented as research publication[70].The implanted sys-
tem contains two Lego robots, one with the camera module. The robot with camera mod-
ule would scan its area by taking pictures of object it encounters in its way. The robot 
with the camera is called mapping agent uses Google cloud vision API to perform analysis 
of label on the objects and store in a supervisory agent. A web interface has been devel-
oped for a user to request any item that mapping agent has scanned. The lifter robot will 
pick the object and bring back to the user.  
Figure 23 represents working and interaction of porotype designed to test some of the 
technologies. As shown in sequence diagram user select scan area option from the web 
interface, an HTTP post request is generated toward supervisory agent URL with a 
message to initiate the scan of the area. The supervisory agent is a laptop in this case but 
also can be an embedded device. This message is relayed by the supervisory agent to 
mapping agent through HTTP post request. The mapping agent situated in LEGO robot 
which starts to scan area by taking pictures of every object it encounters. The image is 
sent to google cloud vision for text detection, the response received by mapping agent is 
stored in supervisory agent through HTTP post request. 
Once the mapping of the area is achieved Figure 23 also shows the interaction of lifter 
agent working in LEGO robot responsible for lifting objects. The user enters the product 
required in the web interface, an HTTP request is generated to the supervisory agent 
which look for the product in its storage. Once the product is found, as shown in sequence 
diagram the supervisory agent sends an HTTP request containing pallet number of the 
product. Lifter robot picks the product and returns to the user. 
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Figure 23.Sequence diagram for the developed prototype. 
5.2 System Modules 
5.2.1 Knowledgebase Modeling and Deployment 
Knowledgebase plays important role in the implemented system for storing the infor-
mation regarding the workpiece. As discussed in approach section protégé has been used 
for development of the ontology model. Figure 24 represents the key properties defined 
in ontology model for the description of the workpiece. In the designed model there is 
only one class i.e. workpiece. Each workpiece can have properties which may include 
geometry, orientation, shape, length, width, height and radius. 
 
Figure 24.Workpiece properties defined in Protégé. 
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Geometry: contains information whether the workpiece isِ‘regular’ِorِ‘irregular’.ِForِim-
plemented system shapes square, rectangle and circle are considered regular and all other 
geometries are considered irregular. The geometry property plays important role in per-
forming the calculation for manipulation of robots. 
Orientation: describes whether the workpiece is placed vertically or horizontally in ac-
cordance with the reference point of the delivery pallet. Figure 25 represents the vertical 
orientation and horizontal orientation of the workpiece in accordance to reference. 
 
Figure 25. Orientation of Workpiece. 
Shape: contains the information about the polygonal type of workpiece. The workpiece 
may be in circular, square or rectangular shape. This property is dedicated for a workpiece 
with regular geometry. 
Operation: In an industrial environment different workpiece require different operations 
needed to be performed on them. In the current implementation, three main procedures 
haveِbeenِincludedِinِimplementationِi.e.ِ‘discard’,ِ’place’ِandِ‘assemble’.ِInِdiscardِ
operation, the workpiece is picked and released at discarding position, wherein ‘place’ِ
operation the workpiece is placed at a different position allocated for the task. Where in 
‘assemble’ operation an object is assembled with a workpiece that has been delivered 
with the labeled workpiece. 
Length, width, height and Radius: are properties defined to specify dimensions of relevant 
shapes of the workpiece. All these dimensions are in mm. Figure 26. Shows the different 
dimensions defined in the model to describe the workpiece. 
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Figure 26.Dimensions of different workpiece. 
It is important that workpiece is placed in accordance to reference marked on the delivery 
system for accurate calculations in accordance with dimensions stored in the 
knowledgebase. Figure 27. shows how the workpiece should be placed for dimension data 
in the knowledge base to be effective for automatic manipulation. 
 
Figure 27.Top view of a workpiece placed in accordance to reference. 
In case of an irregular object, the dimensions specified represent the pickup point for the 
robot. Figure 28 shows an example of an irregular object. The dot represents the pickup 
point for the robot. These dimensions help the robot to adjust itself accordingly to the 
dimensions specified in order to grip the object. In case of the irregular object, only basic 
functionalities are available. The length, width and height specified in knowledgebase are 
from reference point toward pickup point. 
 
Figure 28.An example scenario of the irregular workpiece. 
The knowledgebase uploaded into FUEKI server. In Fuseki server information can be 
retrieved and updated into knowledgebase through SPARQL queries. Once the applica-
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tion file of FUSEKI server is downloaded, a server can be initialized. Fuseki server ini-
tialized can listen to a specific port mentioned by the user for SPARQL queries and up-
dates. 
5.2.2 Web Interface and Update Module 
A web interface has been developed for the system. This can be accessed through the 
internet for remote entry of data in the knowledgebase. Figure 29 shows the web interface 
of the system. The web interface is designed in such a manner that it can be fed with all 
data required for knowledgebase. HTML is the key technology used in the designing of 
the web page. This web page is hosted by update application designed in Node.js being 
executed by the main controller in the system. 
 
Figure 29.Web Interface. 
All the data entered by the user is acquired through HTML form. This form contains 
‘RadioِButtons’ِandِ‘TextِFields’ for easing the process of data entry. Whenever a user 
enters dataِandِpressِ‘submit’ِbuttonِonِinterfaceِallِtheِdataِis sent to update application 
server application through HTTP post protocol. When form in initialized it contains three 
main fields as described in Code 1. The first URL of the application responsible for pro-
cessing the form data, the second method of communication, in this case HTTP post and 
third is data type i.e. multipart form data. 
 
Code 1.HTML form Initialization. 
Once the data is sent to application responsible for handling the HTTP post request, its 
processing is started. NPM5  ‘Multer’ package is used to extract information from form 
data send by the web page and store into variables for further procedures. Whenever 
HTTP request is received it contains form data encoded in request body which is extracted 
                                                 
5 https://www.npmjs.com/ 
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usingِNPMِ ‘Multer’ِ andِ ‘body-parser’6 packages. The received data is decoded into 
JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) data as shown in Code 2. 
 
Code 2.Workpiece specification Object. 
The data send by the user is extracted by the update application, SPARQL update queries 
for FUSEKI server are generated autonomously in accordance with data received. There 
are four main generalized update queries depending upon four types of workpieces i.e. 
square, rectangle, circle and irregular. Each update query is responsible for creating new 
instant in knowledgebase according to the name entered by the user that will also be 
placed as a label on the workpiece. This query also contains all the specifications associ-
ated with that workpiece. Code 3 shows an update query generated for data received in 
Code 2 . These queries are generated automatically by the update application every time 
user enters new data in the web interface. The values are replaced by the new values 
decoded by the update application. 
 
Code 3.Example update query. 
After formulating the queries, the next step is to create HTTP request for the update of 
dataِinِknowledgebaseِinِFUSEKIِserver.ِAِ‘savedata’ِfunctionِwas developed which is 
                                                 
6 https://www.npmjs.com/package/body-parser 
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called upon to perform the update through an HTTP request. Code 4 describe this func-
tion. The query generated is the input of this function. Other parameters i.e. Fuseki server 
URL, method and data type are same for every update query. 
 
Code 4.Savedata function for update of the knowledgebase. 
Figure 30 shows the sequence diagram of the interaction between the web interface and 
an update module. As shown in the diagram user can access the web interface through a 
web browser by using URL of the web page. When the user enters the URL in the browser 
an HTTP get request is generated to update application hosting the web interface. The 
user receives the interface where the data for the new workpiece can be added. Once the 
user submits the data, the data is received by update application through HTTP post re-
quest. This data is decoded and its update query is generated. This update request is sent 
to Fuseki server through HTTP post for the update of the knowledge base with new work-
piece data. The data is updated in knowledgebase hosted by Fuseki server and user is sent 
back with acknowledgment about the success of the operation. 
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Figure 30.Sequence Diagram for the web interface and update application. 
5.2.3 Camera Module 
The camera module is dedicated hardware containing camera agent responsible for ac-
quiring images of the workpiece and processing it through Google cloud Vision API for 
detection of label text. This module has three main functions 
1. Acquiring pictures through the camera 
2. Processing the images through Google cloud vision 
3. Communication with the main central controller. 
For acquiring the image through Raspberry Pi camera is used. For developing software 
infrastructure dedicated python libraries have been used which make the acquisition of 
an image with ease. A customized function is created, whenever this function is called 
upon the image is acquired through the camera andِ savedِ inِ ‘home’ِ directoryِ ofِ the 
controller. The acquired image isِalwaysِsavedِwithِnameِ‘image.jpg’ in current imple-
mentation which can be changed as per requirement of the developer. Whenever a new 
image is attained through the camera the previous image is erased to avoid lack of storage.  
Next step of this agent is the use of Google Cloud Vision API. The user needs to create 
an account in Google cloud API for use of image analysis tools. When the account is 
created a user is provided with credentials which are needed to be used for data security 
purpose. These credentials must be loaded in Raspberry Pi as root user by executing the 
following in terminal export ‘GOOGLE_APPLICATION_CREDENTIALS=file-
name.json’ where the ‘filename’ is the name of the file of credential stored in JSON for-
mat. Code 5 shows the credential these will varies depending upon the user individual 
data and type of computation required. 
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Code 5.Sample Google Cloud Vision credentials. 
After loading credentials in the controller, the next step is to create a request for image 
analysis to the Google Cloud Vision API. This request in general consists of three main 
components i.e. image, credentials and type of analysis required. Code 6 shows the main 
part of request used by camera agent for image analysis. Whenever this request is gener-
ated, it uses python libraries in the background and opens the image saved in Raspberry 
Pi. This image is sent for text detection to API servers. For this request to work internet 
connectivity is must for the controller. In this request, the user can also adjust the depth 
ofِanalysis rِequiredِbyِchanging ‘ِmaxResults’ِparameter. More the value of the parameter 
more features of the image are returned. 
 
Code 6.Google cloud vision API request. 
When this request is executed through Raspberry Pi, the response received is a JSON 
object containing numerous data fields depending upon the depth of analysis desired in 
the request. Code 7 represents the part of the response received once the image analysis 
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request is initiated. This response contains various information including the text de-
tected, its position and individual word properties. The text label is extracted using JSON 
data extraction method. 
 
Code 7.Google cloud vision partial response to the request. 
In camera module, there is an HTTP server which is continuously listening for incoming 
requests. Whenever HTTPِpostِrequestِwithِmessageِ‘pic’ِisِreceivedِtheِpictureِisِac-
quired through the camera and processed through Google cloud vision API. The result 
received is sent back to HTTP post to the main controller of the designed system. Camera 
agent is independent of any physical bonding to the robot it can be interfaced to any robot 
and works on wireless medium for communication to the main controller. 
 Figure 31 shows the detail interaction of camera agent to system modules. The main 
controller initiates the image processing process by sending HTTP post request to camera 
agentِURLِwithِ‘pic’ِmessage.ِAs shown in sequence diagram the camera agent acquires 
a picture of the workpiece through the camera and send a text detection request to Google 
cloud vision API. The API sends the response with text detected to the camera agent. 
Camera agent decodes the message and sends the result through HTTP post request to the 
main controller. The main controller acknowledges on attaining results successfully and 
start the further process. 
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Figure 31.Sequence Diagram for camera Agent. 
5.2.4 Main Controller 
The main controller is responsible carrying following tasks 
1. Establishing communication with the robot 
2. Communication with camera agent. 
3. Accessing data from the knowledgebase. 
4. Encoding and decoding data for the robot and from knowledgebase respectively. 
5. Hosting update and controller applications, knowledgebase and web interface. 
The infrastructure of the main controller has been developed in such a manner that it can 
be deployed on both embedded device such as Raspberry Pi and on a windows laptop. 
There are two separate applications running in the main controller first one is update ap-
plication that has been already discussed in the previous section, the other one is control-
ler application responsible for completing first four tasks mentioned above. 
In the first step of the application, a communication channel to the robot is established by 
connecting to TCP/IP socket server initiated by the robot controller. This channel estab-
lished allows bidirectional communication between the robot and main controller. The 
connection is established between the service port of robot and the ethernet port of Rasp-
berry Pi or laptop. For creating the socket client node.jsِ‘Net7’ِplatformِhasِbeenِusedِ
create a virtual device able to communicate with the robot through TCP/IP protocol. The 
                                                 
7 https://nodejs.org/api/net.html 
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data can be sent and received in the form of the data stream. TCP/IP has been used because 
of most of the industrial robots this mode of communication. 
Once the communication channel is functional the main controller waits for message 
‘camera’ِfromِrobotِcontroller.ِThis message is an indication that workpiece has arrived 
in working area of robot and robot need camera module for detection. Once the message 
is received the main controller initiate an HTTP request to camera agent for the 
acquisition of the image and its analysis. The detailed function of camera agent is ex-
plained in camera modules. The camera agent returns the main controller with results i.e. 
label by HTTP post request. 
When the label of the workpiece is identified the main controller generates a query to 
access data of workpiece from knowledgebase in Fuseki server. There are four main type 
of workpieces with a different type of specification stored in the knowledgebase, to avoid 
latency by numerous queries one generalized query has been used. Code 8 shows the 
sample query generated to access workpiece data. The ‘optional’ِfieldِhasِbeenِusedِtoِ
avoid the error if that specific data is not found in the system. Instead of making four 
separate cases one general query fetch all possible data associated to any workpiece. 
 
Code 8.Example query to access workpiece specifications. 
All the information received is in binded form. Binding is the result of data handling 
between two applications developed in different environments. The binding function act 
as a bridge between two programming environments. In order to unbind a functionِ‘ex-
tractor’ِisِdevelopedِwithِaimِofِunbinding all data which has been received and store it 
into respective variables depending upon the shape of workpiece. 
All data relevant to the workpiece received by the main controller is packed in the special 
format shown in Figure 32.Each data specification is separated with a semi-colon; all the 
eight specifications are packed into a single data string. Fields not available are filled with 
zero value by the controller application. This data string is transmitted to robot controller 
through TCP/IP socket channel established previously by the robot controller. The data 
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is sent in form of the continuous stream with string format. 
 
Figure 32.Data Packet for workpiece specifications. 
5.2.5 Robot Controller 
Robot controller has following main tasks: 
1. Establish communication with the main controller 
2. Parsing of the data string 
3. Generating motion sequence 
4. Executing motion sequence 
When robot controller is activated it creates TCP/IP socket server associated with its ser-
vice port. The TCP/IP server waits for incoming connections. Once a client connects to 
the socket created, a bidirectional communication channel is established. 
Robot controller waits for digital input used for detection of the pallet. Once the pallet 
arrives at desired position robot controller activates set of motion where camera attached 
to robot reaches a position where the workpiece is in focus. Robot controller sends ‘cam-
era’ِmessageِ toِ the main controller through socket communication. Robot controller 
starts to wait for the results from the main controller about the detected workpiece. 
A data packet is received from the main controller which is already defined in Figure 32. 
A dedicated function is responsible for decoding the data sent by the main controller and 
retrieving the workpiece specification. In the first step as shown in Code 9, the function 
finds all the positions of the semicolon in the data packet. These semicolons were inten-
tionally embedded in the data string to identify different fields. Byِusingِ‘strFind’ِfunc-
tion the position of eight semicolons is found and stored in a dedicated variable. These 
are numeric values stating each semicolon position in whole data string starting from first 
to the last semicolon. 
 
Code 9.Data parsing: decoding fields. 
Once the positions of the semi-colon are known the next step is to identify each specifi-
cation stored in each field of the data string.’StrPart’ِfunction has been used to find each 
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part in between the two semicolons and store in the variables as shown in Code 10.ِIt’sِ
important to notice here that all the data received is in string form but to retrieve dimen-
sions these fields areِconvertedِintoِnumericِbyِusingِ‘StrToVal’ِfunction. 
 
Code 10.Data parsing: data extraction. 
After the successful retrieval of data, the shape of the workpiece is identified i.e. square, 
rectangle, circle or irregular and respective functions are called to proceed with planning 
and execution of motion sequence. 
Once the shape of the object is known the gripper of robot move to a reference point i.e. 
a place where the boundaries of workpiece just start. If the shape is regular it has been 
considered that the mass is evenly distributed. For smooth balanced pickup, the gripping 
point of the workpiece is its aligned with the line of symmetry for the regular object. For 
planning motion robot targets are changed accordingly to the workpiece. Robot target is 
composed of several fields which are stored in the form of an object as shown in Code 
11.Each field in this robot target can be accessed independently, manipulated and stored 
back to update the motion sequence. For example, if translational value z is needed it can 
beِattainedِbyِ‘robtarget.trans.z’. 
 
Code 11.Robot target object. 
The reference robot target is updated in sequence as described in Flowchart 3. In the first 
step, the gripper arrives at the reference position as shown in Figure 33. First, the z posi-
tion of the gripper is adjusted accordingly to the height of workpiece. Then the gripper is 
brought about the gripping position by adjusting the y-translation position in respect to 
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length or radius when orientation is vertical. The gripper will move a distance equal to 
the radius or half of the length in case of the rectangle and square object. The gripper will 
lower itself to the original translationalِ‘Z’ position to grip the workpiece. In case of an 
irregular object, the dimensions provided by the user are just the pickup point for the 
workpiece. 
 
Figure 33.Workpiece and gripper arrangement for vertical orientation. 
The above mechanism is adopted in case of the vertical orientation of workpiece but if 
the workpiece orientation is horizontal then the gripper rotates itself and go to new refer-
ence position depending upon the orientation of the workpiece. This feature has been 
included to facilitate user without altering the dimensions of workpiece but just changing 
the orientation of the workpiece in the knowledgebase. Figure 34 show workpiece ar-
rangement during vertical orientation. The motion planning is similar i.e. first change 
height then linear motion but in x-axis rather then the y-axis. 
 
Figure 34. Workpiece and gripper arrangement for horizontal orientation. 
There are three operations which have been integrated into the system to provide guide-
lines how different operation can be performed on different workpieces in a single cell. 
These operationsِincludeِ‘place’,ِ’discard’ِandِ‘assemble’. 
In case ofِ‘place’ِandِ‘discard’ِoperationsِtheِrobot check in the data received for the 
workpiece. Two locations are predefined and the workpiece is placed on respective 
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‘place’ِ andِ ‘discard’ِ positions. Assemble operation is a special case use case imple-
mented with prime focus of operation than automatic manipulation. Whenever a work-
piece has assembled operation in its knowledgebase data the workpiece parallel to the 
labeled workpiece is assembled with theِotherِpieceِandِplacedِatِ‘place’ِlocation. This 
feature has been implemented to provide how different operations can also be done one 
workpiece using the single robot. 
 
Flowchart 3.Generalized motion planning sequence for vertical orientation. 
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5.2.6 Overall Communication Diagram 
Figure 35 shows an overall sequence diagram of the interaction of system main controller 
to different system modules. The diagram represents the communication protocol and 
intermediary steps performed to achieve the system goals. When Robot controller is pow-
ered on and the system modules are executed the robot creates a socket server and wait 
for the client to connect in this case main controller. In next step, robot waits for the pallet 
containing workpiece. Once the pallet arrives, the robot arrives at camera position where 
the workpiece is in focus of the camera. Robot controller sends ‘camera’ِmessageِtoِtheِ
main controller through socket communication. The main controller sends HTTP post 
request to camera agentِwithِ‘pic’ِmessage to initiate camera module. 
Figure 35 also shows camera module and agent interaction to system modules as ex-
plained in Figure 31. The camera module takes pictures of the workpiece and sends to 
Google cloud vision API for test detection. The result received by camera module is sent 
to the main controller through HTTP post request. Once label of the workpiece is received 
a query is generated to access knowledge base for specification through HTTP post re-
quest to Fuseki server. The data received is extracted and packed into a special format. 
The data packet containing specifications of the workpiece is sent to the robot through 
socket communication. The robot, once receives the data packet it parses the data and 
retrieves workpiece information to update manipulation mechanism. 
 
Figure 35.Sequence Diagram of system operation. 
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6. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
This chapter discusses the results achieved once the implementation discussed in section 
four is achieved. Several test cases were executed to analyze system performance, gaps 
and efficiency. The designed system has several modules which involve software and 
hardware components. These modules were tested in an individual manner and as a whole 
system.  Following are the results and related discussions regarding system modules and 
working. 
6.1 Vision Module for Workpiece Detection 
The vision module used in the system is sufficiently capable of being integrated into the 
existing robotic systems. The hardware used is portable small which makes it deployable 
on most of the popular robot grippers. The availability of long cables i.e. 1m and 2m 
between the camera and the Raspberry Pi controller makes integration easy to the 
different size of robots with variable arm lengths. The module works on the wireless net-
work; the connection strength has been found quite stable for bidirectional communica-
tion. Figure 36 shows the placement of the camera on the gripper and Raspberry Pi at-
tached to the robot arm. 
 
Figure 36.Camera module attached to ABB robots. 
The camera was found quite good as compared to cheap price but it is affected by the 
availability of light and the font of the label. Several different fonts were tested the most 
optimumِresultsِwereِfoundِwithِlabelsِprintedِinِ‘Calibriِ(body)’ِfontِwithِsizeِ‘16’. 
The printed labels can be seen on workpieces in Figure 38. During the testing change in 
light often resulted in some unexpected results. These results include some additional 
charactersِwithِoriginalِlabelِtextِorِevenِ‘noِresponse’ from API. 
During the testing of the system, Google Cloud Vision API has been found quite effective 
in the analysis of the text. The API has its complete analysis platform which provides 
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users with the facts and figures regarding the performance of API. In a testing period of 
30 days, 90 requests were generating by the system with a median latency of 196 ms as 
shown in Figure 37. The maximum latency generated was 471 ms. It is important to notice 
here the latency reading is related to the processing time taken by API in preparation of 
the results from the time it received the request. The API during the testing never gener-
ated any error. This includes error once the request has reached APIs servers i.e. during 
image analysis. These facts are clear representation how this API can be used in industrial 
scenarios without any major latency issues if the supporting infrastructure has sufficient 
processing capabilities. 
 
Figure 37.Median latency graph generated by Google cloud vision API. 
6.2 Communication Protocol for Cyber-Physical System. 
The infrastructure developed uses standard communication technologies i.e. HTTP pro-
tocol for sharing of information between camera module and knowledgebase. The archi-
tecture is based on wireless medium and distributed architecture. Data packet developed 
for communication with robot contains all the field that is required for automatic manip-
ulation, the user can increase information without any difficulty. A generic parser module 
is working in the robot, this module uses general tools of string manipulation to extract 
data from the data packet. 
For working of the system, the devices must be in the same network and connected to the 
internet for access to the cloud. The communication to the cloud is secure due to Google 
credentials which are used before initiating the request. 
The ontology model in Fuseki server is situated in the main controller, where the query 
module is also present. Both applications are working on the same controller with soft-
ware communication between the applications. Whenever camera detects label it sends it 
to the main controller application which is responsible for querying the item from Fuseki 
server also situated in the same controller. The latency between the query and the results 
is dependent upon the computational power of controller. In the current implementation, 
it was found that an approximate average time of 1.2 seconds was taken for the process 
of query, the response from Fuseki and extraction of data from the received binded data. 
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6.3 Automatic Manipulation 
The focus area of the testing phase was automatic manipulation of the robotic cell for a 
different type of workpieces. A number of workpieces were restricted due to the gripper 
of the ABB cell in hand. Different type of samples workpieces was used to test system 
working which include rectangular, circular and irregular workpieces. Each workpiece 
was attached with a label corresponding to the data stored in knowledgebase as shown in 
Figure 38. Testing of automatic manipulation mechanism was done in steps to avoid any 
collision and damage to robots. 
 
Figure 38.Sample workpieces. 
In case of regular objects, the robot was successfully able to grip the workpiece through 
the data retrieved from the knowledge base. Each time when workpiece was changed 
robot changes its reference robot targets by using the data packet sent by the main con-
troller. In circular workpiece, the gripper adjusts its position precisely accordingly to the 
radius of the workpiece. In testing with a current gripper, the geometry of gripper and 
surface of workpiece let to some frequent slipping of the workpiece from fingers of the 
gripper. 
In the situation of an irregular object, the data entered in knowledgebase is the pickup 
point of the robot. The gripper rises to the height of the pickup point and lowers again to 
grip the workpiece after horizontal movement. In case of the irregular workpiece, two 
scenarios were tested as shown in Figure 39. In the situation of case A, the gripper rises 
to the height of pickup point and then travel to pick up point through horizontal motion. 
In case B where there are features with a variable height that results in hindrance in the 
approach of pickup point hence resulting in collision of the gripper to the workpiece. 
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Figure 39.Irregular workpiece scenarios. 
6.4 Workpiece Based Operations 
Another key feature this system provides is associations of different operations to work-
pieces. Three operations place, discard and assemble were also tested. Two positions were 
allocated in which robot would pick different workpieces and put them in discarding or 
placing boxes. It’s important to note that operations are based on robot infrastructure, 
tools and overall hardware. In the current implementation, the operation has been de-
signed in such a manner to provide proof of concept how a single cell can perform differ-
ent operations depending upon the operation assigned in the knowledge base. Figure 40 
shows the two attached boxes for the place and discard operations of the robot. 
 
Figure 40.Place and discard position of the robot. 
In this implementation, an additional scenario has been implemented i.e. assembly oper-
ation. In this scenario, as shown in Figure 41 the labeled workpiece is in the focus area of 
the camera. Whenever the user wants to perform assembly two workpieces will be intro-
duced in the system. In this scenario, the unlabeled workpiece will be picked by the robot 
and placed on the labeled workpiece. The assembled workpiece is picked and placed in 
‘place’ِboxِattachedِtoِtheِrobot. The operation provide basic platform how the assembly 
can be performed depending upon workpiece information in knowledgebase. 
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Figure 41.Assembling scenario. 
6.5 Main Controller 
As discussed in approach and system implementation sections the main controller of the 
system was tested in two computing devices i.e. Raspberry pi and laptop. The laptop 
provides more autonomy of usage due to the user-friendly interface. It computation power 
is sufficient and reliable but the main back draw is portability in industrial scenarios. 
Whereas Raspberry pi is small, support various development infrastructures but during 
practical scenarios, it has been observed that it often fails to perform the task in a reliable 
manner. Frequent disruption is seen while testing. The more efficient embedded device 
is required for the main controller which can support computations without any disrup-
tion. 
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7. CONCLUSIONS 
This thesis presents an approach to integrate cloud Robotics in industrial robots for 
achieving automatic manipulation. The implemented system presents proof of concept 
how new workpiece can be introduced into the system without alteration of programming 
of the robot. 
7.1 Summary 
This thesis presents an approach to integrate cloud Robotics for achieving automatic ma-
nipulation. Automatic manipulation is key to developing FMSs. The implemented system 
presents proof of concept how new workpiece can be introduced into the system without 
alteration of programming of the robot. 
An ontology model has been developed by using protégé to hold basic specifications and 
attributes related to workpieces. This ontology model is deployed using Fuseki server 
which can respond to SPARQL queries and update through an HTTP request.   
The designed system contains a web interface for including specification of the new work-
piece in the system. This web interface is connected to ontology model in Fuseki server 
through an update application. The interface can be accessed by the user remotely to up-
date knowledgebase. Each workpiece is stored under special name allocated by the user, 
which is also placed as a label on actual workpiece 
The thesis provides guidelines and infrastructure to deploy vision capability to industrial 
robots by using cloud image processing resources to overcome resource constraints on 
factory shop floor. The vision hardware used in the implemented system has been selected 
for its interoperability with existing systems. Google cloud API has been used to perform 
cloud-based image analysis of pictures. The API has been used to read labels attached to 
workpiece corresponding to their specification stored in the knowledgebase. 
The communication protocol defined for communication between the developed cyber-
physical system is based on standard communication technologies i.e. HTTP and TCP/IP 
socket communication. The data corresponding to the workpiece label is fetched from 
knowledgebase and packed in the data string. This data packet contains standard eight 
fields defining workpiece. A parser module has been developed in the robot to decode 
these messages and utilized them to update robot target points. 
The designed system is not only able to handle workpiece and alter its programming 
runtime but also allow to associate operation to different workpieces depending upon user 
requirement. 
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7.2 Future Work 
The current designed system provides the basic platform and communication structure 
for the implementation of cloud-based robotic FMS. This developed system although 
achieved its most of objectives but there are still several areas which can be explored to 
develop more functionalities in the system. 
The current implementation is working on a limited number of workpieces, by represent-
ing workpiece specification and geometry with more attributes, the designed system can 
accommodate more types of workpieces. 
The system has been tested on with Raspberry Pi controller which was not able to support 
the desired computation in a reliable manner. The developed infrastructure can be de-
ployed in the controller with more processing power and consistency in operations that 
will help to achieve robustness for industrial environments. 
Although simple operations have been performed on the bases of data from knowledge-
base it can be enhanced to a system which can use automatic manipulation concept de-
veloped in the thesis to perform dynamic assembly of workpieces. The data received can 
be used to manipulate the robot target in such manner that assembly of various items can 
be achieved. To achieve this type of system the test environment should support precision 
and able to retain its calibrations. 
The camera module used in this system serve the task at hand but different modules are 
needed to be tested to enhance the working efficiency to avoid failure of systems in case 
of wrong image analysis. The focus of the camera is often affected by the large variations 
in the height of workpiece this can be explored further by dynamically changing focus 
range with respect to the height of workpieces. 
The ontology model developed for workpiece specification has been deployed locally but 
in future, it can also be deployed on the cloud that will reduce computation load on local 
hardware hence making the system more efficient and responsive in industrial scenarios. 
Cloud model can be used by multiple robotic cells instead of integrating separate model 
for every robot.  
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